Understand the future with AI

For the third time the Rise of AI conference will take place in Berlin.

May 2017 350 entrepreneurs, researchers, politicians, journalists, humanists and investors will meet to learn about the status of Artificial Intelligence, hear possible futures of the Rise of AI and discuss its implications for society and human kind.

The conference offers inspiring keynotes by AI entrepreneurs, SciFi Authors and AI researchers. There will be workshops to discuss more recent questions, live demos by AI startups and autonomous drone shows.

Program & tickets under www.riseof.ai.

When: 11th May 2017
Location: Deutsches Technikmuseum Berlin
Time: 09:00 - 20:00

Selected topics:
› Status of Artificial Intelligence 2017
› Path of future Machine Intelligences
› AI ethics
› Superintelligence
› Jobless Future

Keywords:
#RiseofAI #JoblessFuture #Singularity
#Transhumanism #ArtificialIntelligence
#MachineLearning #AIEthics
#AutonomousMachines

About Rise of AI:
Rise of AI is organized by Veronika & Fabian Westerheide. They share their passion for Artificial Intelligence and wish to address the challenges and opportunities Al’s brings to human kind. Together they are active as investors, speakers, authors and event managers for years in the digital world.

Contact: veronika.westerheide@pandoraevents.de | f@asgard.vc